TOWN OF EAST GRANBY
COMMISSION ON AGING

AGENDA
Tuesday, April 4, 2017 6:30pm
East Granby Town Hall (Small Conference Room)

1. OPENING REMARKS                   R. GALLUCCIO

2. MINUTES OF PAST MEETING           R. GALLUCCIO

3. SENIOR SERVICES UPDATE
   & COMING EVENTS                  K. JACOBS

4. SOCIAL SERVICES UPDATE           A. VAN NEIL

5. GOOD SAMARITAN PROGRAM          F. MARA/K. GEER/R. GRIFFIN

6. OLD BUSINESS
   Results of Brainstorming 2017 Initiatives ALL

7. NEW BUSINESS

8. COMMENTS FROM THE PUBLIC        ALL
   (two minute limit)

9. COMMENTS FROM COA               COA

10. ADJOURN